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I would like to nominate Rui Jin to be elected as trustee of Cinema for All in the 
upcoming AGM. Rui has a wealth of experience and skills which would make her 
an invaluable contributor to Cinema for All.  
 
Rui set up our community cinema, Brighton Community Cinematheque, with the 
aim of challenging the status quo of the cinema industry, which is rooted in the 
extractive economy. Where cinemas are mere faceless screening machines 
which operate for the sole purpose of profit-making, while contributing very little 
to the local community. To a more cooperative model, where cinema should be 
rooted in the community, as a space which brings the community together to 
connect with and explore our common humanity.  
 
Rui genuinely loves cinema and is passionate about sharing her love of cinema 
with everyone.She studied Film for her Master’s degree at the University of Aix 
Marseille, where she delved deeper into her love for films. She has curated such a 
vibrant and diverse range of films for the Brighton Community Cinematheque, 
introducing our audiences to brilliant filmmakers from different corners of the 
globe. Rui is particularly committed to supporting and highlighting the works of 
womxn filmmakers through programming and to encourage more womxn, 
especially womxn of colour, to tell their own stories through the medium of film. 
Rui also has a global outlook of the cinema industry, and has a keen interest in the 
European film market.  
 
Rui is also a grassroots organiser and a graduate of Campaign Bootcamp. She is 
passionate about issues of racial justices and economic inequality. She is 
currently campaigning to raise awareness of organ donation among the Black, 
Asian and Minority Ethnic(BAME)Community. She also works as fundraising 
consultant for Black and Minority Ethnic Community Partnership, the only BAME led 
infrastructure organisation in Brighton, where she is playing a pivotal role in 
helping the charity to navigate through this turbulent time. Rui believes in the 
power of grassroots organising and community building as an effective way to 
redistribute power to those otherwise marginalised by the extractive social-
economic system.  
 
As a trustee, Rui will be able to support Cinema for All’s work and growth in 
numerous ways. She firmly shares Cinema for All’s vision of bringing affordable 
and collective film viewing experiences everywhere, and of resolving  issues of 
accessibility for different audience groups.She is particularly interested in 



engaging more young people and people of migrant backgrounds in the 
community cinema movement, both as audiences and organisers; with the 
objective of diversifying the canon of stories in our community. I am confident 
that Rui would be a great fit to the Cinema for All family and  that she will make 
many invaluable contributions to the organisation on a strategic level during her 
tenure as trustee. 


